New Membership - Oxford Gliding Club’s Fixed Price To Solo
Only £975.00 Limited availability
You can now learn to fly with Oxford Gliding Club for a fixed fee. Everything you need to go solo is
included; all you need is to bring the enthusiasm and desire to take to the skies.
Come by the club and see how easy and accessible gliding can be, be warned though…it’s
addictive!

Included with a fixed price to solo package1 year’s full membership at Oxford Gliding Club- Access to all our facilities both flying and social. (We do great
summer BBQ’s).

Log book and training card- Official pilots log book, training card and all materials needed to track your progress.
Launch fees- We launch by winch here at Weston on the Green, and stay airborne using thermals. All your launches are
included!

Flying fees- Our club training gliders normally charge by the minute once airborne, but not with fixed price to solo; all
your flying fees are included!
Free instruction- BGA approved instructors are here every weekend and will teach you every aspect of how to fly
safely, whilst having a great time. Instruction is free on all fixed price to solo packages!

Limited availability- We are a small friendly club and can only accept limited numbers on a fixed
price to solo basis. Come and see us this weekend and start your adventure!
Fixed price to solo is a great way to learn to fly and offers significant savings compared with the traditional route of paying as you go. As
with all great offers though, we do need to have some basic rules in order to maintain a mutually fair arrangement for us all.
These rules are as follows in the terms and conditionsTerms and Conditions

After 1 year, if the member has not achieved solo standard, the scheme closes and the member continues his/her training at
normal club rates. Choosing not to fly solo once the standard is achieved, terminates the free flying arrangement, but not the
membership.

As the scheme is intended to be used for training flights, all flights must be of an instructional nature, and flown with a BGA
full-rated or assistant-rated instructor at Oxford Gliding Club

Maximum 100 launches

Flights are limited to the clubs K13 training gliders.

Weight restrictions and medical standards apply.

Fee is non refundable and non transferable

Limited to new members only

The club reserves the right to refund the payment and terminate the arrangement at any time.

